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Well Established Evidence-Based Treatments for Anxiety 
and OCD

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

Pharmacological Treatments (Medication; SSRI)

5

Current treatments are not effective enough in up to half of 
cases and many children will not or cannot participate in 

therapy



Whole-exome DNA sequencing in childhood anxiety
disorders identifies rare de novo damaging coding variants

“Rare and ultra-rare de 
novo likely gene 
disrupting and predicted 
damaging missense 
genetic variants are 
enriched in anxiety 
disorder probands 
compared with controls” 
Olfson et al, 2021



Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 (FGF2) – An intergenerational 
factor in child anxiety?

“FGF2 had a negative 
factor loading explaining 
approximately 5% of the 
variance in the latent 
variable of 
Anxiety/Depression” 
Lebowitz et al, 2021



Maternal FGF2 levels associated with child anxiety and 
depression symptoms through child FGF2 levels

“Higher maternal FGF2 may serve 
as a protective factor, buffering 
children against such risk and 
increasing resilience in the face of 
other risk factors, such as 
maternal anxiety and/or 
depression”
Lebowitz et al, 2023



Does involving parents benefit child anxiety 
treatment?

Helps Doesn’t 
Help

Cobham et al, 1998; Heyne et al., 2002; Mendlowitz 
et al., 1999; Spence, 2000; Wood et al., 2006; Nauta 
et al., 2001; Nauta et al., 2003; Siqueland, 2005; 
Bodden et al.., 2008

Barret et al, 1996





Parents are attuned to child fear cues



Young mammals

• Fear is a 
social 
response

Anxiety Disorder

• Chronic 
inappropriate 
activation of 
the fear 
response

Child Anxiety 
Disorders

• Chronic 
inappropriate 
activation of 
the social 
signaling 
system of fear



Family Accommodation

• Answer repeated 
questions

• Sleep near child
• Perform checks

• Return early from 
work

• Drive special routes
• Maintain rigid 

schedules

Participation Modification



Family Accommodation

• Present in 97-100% of parents of anxious children

• Shimshoni et al., 2019; Benito et al., 2015; Storch et al, 2015 

• Associated with more severe anxiety symptoms

Norman et al, 2014; Lebowitz, et al., 2016

• Associated with more severe impairment for child and family

Thompson–Hollands et al., 2014

• Predicts poor treatment outcome 
          Kagan et al., 2016; Turner, et al., 2017





Family Accommodation and mPFC Activation in 
Clinically Anxious Children



SPACE
Supportive Parenting for Anxious Childhood Emotions

Increase 
Support

Decrease 
Accommodation



Support

Acceptance 
Validation Confidence Support

“I see that this is hard for you, 
and I am 100% sure you can handle it”



Introduction

Increasing Support

Charting accommodation

Choosing a Target

Making a Plan

Informing the Child

Implementation

Additional Targets

AggressionRecruiting 
Supporters

Self-Harm 
Threats

Parent 
Cooperation





Secondary Outcomes

Independent Evaluator PARS Parent Rated MASC Child Rated MASC



More independent regulation after SPACE



Post-treatment (SPACE/CBT) anxiety moderated by parent beliefs, psychological 
control, parenting stress



Moderators of response to child-
based and parent-based child 
anxiety treatment: a machine 
learning-based analysis

• Parent-reported outcomes were moderated 
by parent negativity and child oxytocin levels. 
• Child-reported outcomes were moderated by 
baseline anxiety, parent negativity, and parent 
oxytocin levels.
Lebowitz et al, 2021



SPACE in children 
with ASD



SPACE for picky 
eating (ARFID)



SPACE for highly 
dependent adult 
children (Failure to 
Launch)



SPACE for 
physical/somatic 
symptoms



www.spacetreatment.net



”Helping by not helping”




